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Atlanta's Game 6 performance proves words don't trump desire

By Matt Winkeljohn 
Special to CBSSports.com 
April 29, 2011 

ATLANTA -- Were this not the YouTube era, had the Atlanta Hawks not been been left bullet-riddled in a similar spot 
a year ago, and if they were a team routinely respected rather than ridiculed, their joy would have been diminished 
Thursday. 

The Hawks' 84-81 victory over the Magic and their 4-2 series win over Orlando would not be such a big deal but for 
the back stories leading into the matchup. These were, after all, the No. 5 and No. 4 seeds in the East -- a fairly even 
match. 

But all that history, which we'll get to, is there. 

So after Orlando's J.J. Redick missed a wide-open 3-pointer with about eight seconds left and Atlanta's Josh Smith 
blocked Jason Richardson's last-second trey attempt, Philips Arena and the players who work there went bonkers. 

"In your face!" Smith said afterwards. "For real, in your face!" 

Save by winning the NBA title, the Hawks' enigmatic forward might 
not be capable of more happiness than what he experienced after 
beating his childhood teammate, Magic monster-in-the-middle 
Dwight Howard. 

One year after Orlando put the most vicious postseason beating in 
NBA history on the Hawks, winning by 43, 14, 30 and 14 points in an 
absurd second-round sweep, Atlanta won. And confetti fell, and 
Orlando's Hedo Turkoglu -- who never measured up to his former 
Magic self after a midseason trade with the Suns returned him to O-
Town -- punted the ball to the top of the scoreboard that hung over 
midcourt. 

Just a day after Smith first bristled over an Orlando Sentinel column 
by sportswriter Mike Bianchi that suggested the Magic were a lock to 
recover from a 3-1 series deficit and win because their opponents 
were "birdbrains," Smith said in the locker room after the game that 

he felt "surreal." 

The "in your face" comment came when asked what he'd say to Bianchi now. Actually, after the team's afternoon 
shootaround, Smith said, "We've got reporters in here that's calling guys 'idiots' and 'dummies,' and I really don't 
understand how somebody can challenge somebody's intelligence when it comes to basketball." 

Moments later, Smith called Bianchi a bad name. 

If you had to tip the brain-power scale in the direction of either coach, it would have to tilt toward Atlanta's Larry Drew. 
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Josh Smith says the Hawks thrive on being 

the underdog. (Getty Images) 
 

His plan, which began in the regular season, was to cover Howard 
one on one with a bunch of players, chiefly rarely used 7-footer Jason 
Collins, and not waste double teams at the expense of letting 
Orlando's three-point shooters -- the most prolific long-distance group 
in the league -- do their thing. 

Save Game 5, when the Magic hit 11-of-26 treys in a 101-76 rout of 
the Hawks, Orlando's sharpshooters played with damp powder. 

They made just 5-of-19 3s on Thursday, and in five games other than 
Game 5, the Magic made just 26 of 115, or 22.6 percent, from beyond 
the arc. 

Redick entered the game for that final sequence, and although he'd 
missed his two other 3-point tries Thursday, he's a shooter foremost. 

But Van Gundy -- who probably took Gilbert Arenas out too early in a 
Game 4 loss in Atlanta when he was hot late -- said, "J.J. gets a great 
look [because the Hawks bungled a defensive assignment], but it 
doesn't drop. Had I not kept him on the bench for so long [8:22], he 
probably would have knocked it in." 

The Magic coach said his greatest failing in the series was not forging 
a rotation he and his perimeter players were comfortable with. 

Given that the Hawks were the only NBA team to ever suffer five home-court losses by 20 or more points (three by 30 
or more) and still finish with a winning record, and given their utter collapse Tuesday in Orlando, Bianchi's column 
didn't seem completely heretical. 

Atlanta led most of the way Thursday, but everyone wondered after Magic point guard Jameer Nelson wiggled loose 
for a layup to close Atlanta lead to 82-81 with 34 seconds left, what will happen? 

The Hawks bowed up. Marvin Williams, who scored 10 points off the bench to trail only Jamal Crawford (19) among 
Atlanta reserves, missed a shot just before the shot-clock expired. 

Then Joe Johnson, whose max contract has brought the Hawks plenty of grief, busted his tail in the middle of the 
lane, got a hand up and tapped the ball back out to Crawford. 

Johnson led Atlanta with 23 points while playing all but a minute and 44 seconds, but his 10th rebound -- and the 
Hawks' 14th offensive board to Orlando's seven -- was his biggest play. 

Crawford was fouled and made both free throws for an 84-81 lead with 8.2 seconds left. 

The team that had no heart a year ago won on heart Thursday. 

You saw it on the boards, where Atlanta outdid the Magic 38-31 even as Howard led everybody with 15 rebounds to 
go with his 25 points. 

"I think our will toward the end [made the difference]," Johnson said. 

That and a few extra incentives, one provided by Nelson. 

After the Magic played the Bulls at the end of the season, a camera caught him telling Chicago point guard Derrick 
Rose, "We'll see you in the second round." It was all the rage on YouTube. 

Nelson will need to buy a ticket if he wants to see the second round. 

"As far as Jameer, that's kind of a slap in the face to us. ... I'm sure he's a great guy, but at the end of the day, that's 
uncalled for," Hawks center Al Horford said. "You have to be able to back it up." 

As Smith said, "All of those factors played into this. It's mind-boggling, surreal. [Pundits] never give us a chance. They 
never talk about the Hawks. They always talk about Orlando, Boston, Chicago and Miami. We were always flying 
under the radar, and we'll continue to do that." 

The Hawks will see the Bulls in the second round. 
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